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HOW TO SPEND LESS  &

sell for more

A T IP  GUIDE FOR SELLERS



GET TO KNOW

Your Buyer

       The best way to sell your home for top market value is simple: know
who you're selling to. In a multi-generational real estate market, what you
don't know can cost you. That's why we work hard to understand the wants
and needs of each type of buyer who will be considering your home. 

The secret to successfully navigating a multi-
generational real estate market

1944 - 1964 1965 - 1979 1980 - 1994 1995 - 2015

Baby Boomers are
the biggest consumers
of traditional media,
such as newspapers,
magazines and print
advertising. Though

many still have
Millennial children in
the house, Boomers

are looking at retiring
and downsizing.

Gen X carries the
biggest financial
burden, with the

highest percentage of
debt, children to pay

for, and aging
parents to take care
of. They're looking to
reduce debt while

building a stable plan
for the future. 

Unlike their parents,
Millennials don't want

to spend time or
money fixing up their
home. This first-time
homebuyer market

prefers move-in ready
homes with neutral

colors, especially grey,
and hard surface

flooring. 

Like the Millennials
before them, Gen Z
homebuyers will be

looking for hard
surfaces, neutral

colors and walkable
communities geared
toward a healthy,

happy lifestyle. Smart
homes and tech will

also take center stage.



HOW TO GET

Top Market Value
When preparing your home for a sale, there are 4 projects that

deserve the bulk of your time, attention and budget. 
Why? They make the biggest impact. PLUS you'll get the
biggest bang for your buck with some basic upgrades.

KITCHEN BATH

FLOORS INTERIOR PAINT



EASY, LOW-COST

kitchen upgrades
Epoxy Formica Counters
$600 to $850 VS. replacing
at $2,500 - $3,000
Spray Paint Cabinets     
 $2k to $3k VS. replacing at
$8,000 - $10,000
Replace Dated Flooring 
 $800 to $1,200 

1.

2.

3.

 
  
 

BEFORE

AFTER

Look what
$3,500 did

for this
kitchen!



EASY, LOW-COST

bathroom fixes
BEFORE

AFTER

When it comes to
bathrooms, buyers want
everything to look brand
new. If a full renovation
isn't in your budget,
however, a fresh coat of
epoxy makes everything
look brand new — for way
less. 

Look what
$350 did for

this
shower!



Epoxy Shower Pans,
Tubs, Sinks & Counters
$395-$500 VS. replacing
at $2,500 - $3,000
Spray Paint Cabinets        
$400 VS. replacing at
$1,500 - $2,000

1.

2.

  
 
 

BEFORE

AFTER

In a multi-generational buyer market,
what you don't know can cost you. 



EASY, LOW-COST

flooring upgrades
BEFORE

AFTER

Today's buyers aren't looking
for carpet anymore,
especially Millennials. Opt
for hard surface flooring in
light, neutral colors — and a
fresh coat of paint!

For less than
$3,500, this
downstairs

was
completely

transformed!



EASY, LOW-COST

paint upgrades
BEFORE

AFTER

Painting is one of the
most impactful, dramatic
changes you can make
when prepping your
home for sale. Fresh
paint goes a long way!

Even older
houses can

look new
with a

fresh coat
of paint!


